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Executive Summary 
Solar growth and the emergence of new technologies are changing electric utilities going 
forward; variable renewables are spreading in the United States, distributed energy resources 
(DER) are being embraced by end-users, and there is a lot of discussion about increasing 
interactivity of the grid – both by creating linkages between transmission and distribution, as 
well as between customers and their utilities. Although not every utility, region, or market will 
change in the same way or magnitude, developing a planned path forward will help each region 
to reach its “optimal” system. Complicating this process is a series of emerging disruptions, 
decisions, or events that will likely cause and accelerate electric sector change. Understanding 
and preparing for these potential disruptions can help utilities plan for and, at least partially, 
influence this future transformation. Predicting what the future of the electricity system will look 
like 10 years from now is difficult; however, utilities still can look ahead and try to anticipate 
and prepare for a variety of changes that are likely to impact their planning, operations, and 
business models.   

The goal of this report is to identify ways the utility can proactively prepare for solar growth on 
their system (particularly DER), while maintaining a successful utility business. In order to 
understand some of the biggest challenges and potential transformations to the conventional 
utility business model, the authors focused this analysis on a scenario with rapid adoption of 
DER in the future.1 Rapid growth of DER will likely create some of the biggest challenges to the 
conventional utility business model. The authors conducted a series of utility interviews, held a 
working session at a major industry solar conference, and conducted a quantitative survey 
specifically on distributed solar. Distributed solar could serve as a proxy resource for all 
distributed generation (DG); it can also provide the foundation for all DERs. As shown in Figure 
ES-1, the distributed solar impact was broken down into five main themes, each of which was 
considered across fifteen different utility functions to determine where and how utilities may 
need to adjust in a future with rapid DER growth. 

                                                 
1 Change can also come from addition of 1. more low-carbon, centralized generation, 2. increased interactivity of the 
transmission and distribution grid, as well as utility-customer interactions, and 3. grid defection. Rapid growth of 
DER was emphasized in this report. 
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Figure ES-1. Solar and utility impact areas 

 
Utilities interviewed identified safe, reliable, and cost-effective service in a rapid DER growth 
future to be critical for a successful evolution. From these and other suggestions, the authors 
identified a series of “Least Regrets Strategies” (see Figure ES-2) which identify potential 
incremental changes for how utilities plan for and operate the system and how they interact with 
consumers; the strategies are expected to prepare the utility for a future where distributed solar 
generation is pervasive. Taken in whole or in part, these activities can be leveraged to better 
prepare the utility for future changes.  
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Figure ES-2. Least Regrets Strategies 

 
There are specific signposts – metrics, trends, and activities – that may signal when and how fast 
the rapid DER growth future is approaching. These signposts range from broad (e.g., industry 
trends) to the localized (e.g., utility metrics) to the specific (e.g., customer activities). By 
focusing on these signposts and identifying the Least Regrets Strategies that best align with a 
utility’s core capabilities and desires, a utility company can introduce a level of flexibility into 
their planning and operations today so that they can proactively adjust to a variety of future 
directions, as shown in Figure ES-3.  This added flexibility should translate into less risk to the 
core business over the long term.  Specifically, utilities might want to: 

 

Investigate a variety 
of potential futures;  
focus on rapid DER 

growth 

Proactively 
integrate 

planning and 
operations 
activities 

Identify and 
monitor DER 

signposts 
regularly 

Leverage Least 
Regrets 

strategies 

Figure ES-3. Steps to becoming a flexible utility 

•Develop supply- and demand-based distribution plans that roll up into the integrated resource plan (IRP) 
•Treat DERs as both fixed inputs and as selectable resources in the IRP 
•Integrate Supply, Demand, Transmission, and Distribution planning processes into an overarching process 
•Discuss a long-term distribution system investment plan with regulators 

Long-Term Planning 

•Update standard equipment list to support distribution integration needs and infrastructure requirements 
•Deploy advanced inverters system-wide 
•Deploy sub-meters for distributed generation resources 

Operations 

•Develop a long-term IT, data, and communications plan that is tied into other planning processes 
•Strategically deploy real-time communications infrastructure, AMI, etc. 
•Move towards automated data management and analytics 

IT, Data, & Communications 

•Create a “green team” for the customer call center 
•Enable sophisticated customer energy portals 
•Investigate new rate and pricing models 
•Create routine customer workshops on energy consumption, new in-home technologies, and other topics 

of interest 

Utility Interactions with Customers 

•Move towards holistic customer program design 
•Create employee training initiatives around the changing grid 
•Balance rate cases with multi-year rate reform plans 

Utility Business Models 
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Introduction 
Purpose of the Report 
The accelerated deployment of utility-scale solar technologies and distributed generation (DG) 
has potentially significant implications for both the future of the U.S. electric system and utility 
roles and functions. Key questions include: 

• How can utilities respond to a future affected by solar expansion?  
• What impacts will solar have on utility planning activities?  

o How can large scale and distributed solar generation be planned into the existing 
system? 

• How will solar impact utility operations?  
o Who will control/operate the solar generation, particularly DG? 
o How will large scale and distributed generation be integrated into the existing 

system? 
• How does solar impact information technologies (IT), data, and communications needs? 
• Will solar impact utility interactions with customers?  

o Who will own the solar – the customer, the utility, or a combination? 
• How will solar impact utility business models and how does the utility secure enough 

revenue to remain a viable business? 
 
Incorporating solar considerations now into utility planning and operations can help utilities 
anticipate and proactively mold solar interactions, as well as solar transformations in the whole 
electric system, rather than just react.    
 
The goal of this report is to identify ways the utility can proactively prepare for solar growth on 
their system (particularly DER), while maintaining a successful utility business. This report 
seeks to inform investor-owned utilities (IOUs)2 and regulators about how utilities can respond 
to increasing amounts of DERs (particularly distributed solar) so they are best positioned to 
succeed across a variety of future states by: 

1. Conveying how the future could look depending on how certain key variables and 
uncertainties unfold 

2. Identifying the wide variety of functional areas, roles, responsibilities within a utility that are 
affected by solar and these future states 

3. Conducting a deep dive on two key functional areas – Planning and Operations – to 
understand utility methods and how they may need to change 

4. Discussing how flexibility and planning can be built into today’s decision making process to 
provide higher likelihood of future success (i.e., a Least Regrets Strategy) 

5. Identifying key signposts that could indicate the scale and scope of potential changes and 
conditions under which a utility may reconsider actions and potentially change course. 

                                                 
2 While this report focuses on IOUs, many aspects are relevant to municipal utilities and rural electric cooperatives 
as well. 
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The Electric Sector is Transforming 
Widespread geographic participation in distributed solar and other DERs has the potential to 
change the utility industry dramatically. To the extent that federal and state regulators continue 
to support solar industry growth and customers continue to demand solar options, it will be 
important to examine how solar is treated in rates and in utility business models. This report tries 
to envision potential pathways where utilities can play an active role in proactive planning and 
operational changes in order to maintain the utility’s viability as a business, while potentially 
supporting continued growth of solar and other DERs.  

In most U.S. markets, regulators and utilities are critical for determining the ease, cost of, and 
compensation for integrating a transformative amount of solar power. If not done with full 
systems thinking, rate treatment and utility business models, operational practices, and 
programmatic offerings could slow solar deployment and market transformation. Furthermore, 
new technologies (e.g., storage) and the greater prevalence of advanced meters are starting to 
emerge; these supporting technologies could enable alternate rate designs, time-based pricing, 
increased customer-utility communications, and new utility business models.  

As incentives for distributed solar decline in many parts of the country, the underlying rate 
structures and fees imposed by utilities take on increasing importance because they become the 
main influencer of customer decisions to employ PV. And whether utilities interconnect, 
integrate, own, contract with, or provide programs to support solar power (both PV and 
concentrating solar power [CSP]), concerns about recovering fixed system costs can impact 
individual project economics as well as the utility’s ability to recover system costs that support 
solar integration. Collaboration across utilities, regulators, and technology developers is key to 
easing the transition to the future of the energy industry. 

Other Activities Evaluating Changes to the Electric Sector 
This paper builds on many other activities examining changes in the electric sector, and 
specifically on identifying actionable utility business models and rate design options that can 
address utility concerns while enabling accelerated solar deployment. See the bibliography at the 
end of the report for more details. 

There are several examinations of the evolution of the electric sector as a whole across the globe 
(Zinaman et al. 2015; Satchwell 2015; SEPA 2014; CSIRO 2013; Richter 2013). And many 
analyses have examined the barriers and opportunities to high adoption of variable energy 
resources (Cory and Aznar 2014; Jones, ed. 2014; Cochran et al. 2014a; Blarke and Jenkins 
2013; Hand et al 2012; Cochran et al. 2012; Forrest and Frantzis 2010), including bulk power 
system impacts of solar and wind energy (Bird and Milligan 2012; Porter et al. 2012), potential 
curtailment concerns (Bird et al. 2014), and solar financing (Mendelsohn et al. 2012). Several 
analyses considered the implications of the growth of DERs on utility business models (EPRI 
2015; BNEF 2014; Kind 2013).  

Many analyses are considering regulatory implications of different energy futures as well (Miller 
and Cox 2014; Zinaman et al. 2014; Aggarwal and Burgess 2014 and Lehr 2013), including 
specific activities in New York (NY DPS 2015) and Hawaii (HI PUC 2014). NREL is 
specifically using the System Advisor Model (SAM) to quantify the impacts of rate design on 
PV economics (McLaren et al. 2015) and regulatory options for incorporating solar (Bird et al. 
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2013). Furthermore, previous NREL analyses have examined how to quantify the value of solar 
(Denholm et al. 2014), how to design “value of solar” tariffs (Taylor et al. 2015), and net 
metering policy best practices (Heeter et al. 2014). Finally, the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) is creating a series of reports called “On the Path to SunShot,” which are examining the 
mid-point for meeting the aggressive DOE goals for solar cost reductions and solar deployment. 
The relevant report is “Challenges and Opportunities Associated with Utility Regulatory and 
Business Model Reforms” (forthcoming). 

Also on regulatory issues, rate design, and utility business models, other research has covered a 
wide range of considerations as to how the electric sector is changing. A full list of parallel 
initiatives, papers, and thought leadership (including citations) is provided at Appendix D. Other 
Activities Evaluating Changes to the Electric Sector. To summarize, these sources cover: 

• Research on how electric systems may evolve internationally both in the developing 
world and in developed countries that have already witnessed shifts in their business-as-
usual electric paradigm, like Germany  

• Envisioning what a specific country’s electric system could look like after a shift (e.g., 
Australia)   

• Growth of distributed energy resources and implications for traditional utility business 
models. A branch of this discussion focuses on grid or load defection—the idea that 
declining costs and widespread adoption of DER could enable customers to fulfill their 
own energy needs and “defect” from their electric utility.   

• Investigating the technological barriers and opportunities for integrating large amounts of 
variable renewable energy generation onto the grid, with an eye towards the potential to 
decarbonize the electric sector in the face of global climate change  

• New regulatory challenges as the electric system evolves, which have great potential to 
impact future direction. Regulators in Hawaii and New York, for example, are already re-
envisioning electricity regulation in response to deployment of DER.  
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Considerations for the Electric System of the Future 
This section lays out an organized framework for thinking through potential planning and 
operational changes (among others) that utilities will likely face as resource mixes, policies, 
regulations, and market structures evolve. First, the authors identify five potential futures for the 
electricity system. Next, some of the key drivers that can enable these futures are highlighted. 
Finally, the analysis focuses on the rapid growth of DER as a future that may have the biggest 
impact on utility planning and operations, and then discuss the different functional areas within a 
utility that are impacted by solar deployment. Overlaying the potential electric system futures 
and utility functional areas provides insight into how utility operations and planning can adopt a 
Least Regrets Strategy when faced with an uncertain future. 

From an organizational and technical perspective, utility-scale and distributed solar differ in 
requiring unique considerations from four main decision makers: consumers, power companies, 
policymakers, and investors. Utilities and policymakers actively advancing more renewable 
energy deployment can consider common ways to enable both utility-scale and distributed solar. 
Increased solar penetration will require increased flexibility requirements.  

Five Potential Electric Systems of the Future 
There are many possibilities for how the Electric System of the Future (ESF) may evolve – some 
can enable solar, and others will create opportunities for other smart grid or clean technologies. 
NREL analysts developed five distinct future scenarios based on existing literature and 
professional judgment. They were then vetted internally and in a workshop by a group of 
external advisors with utility and regulatory expertise. These scenarios were not predictions, but 
paradigms to help decision makers consider a number of different possibilities in order to test 
today’s decisions against a variety of futures. The scenarios are useful when considering how the 
electric sector and utilities are changing and why they are changing, and to identify additional 
transformation avenues.   

These five possible scenarios vary based on generation mix, flexibility mechanisms, investment 
decisions, transmission and distribution changes, and other technological, communication, and 
behavior characteristics. They include: 

1. Business-as-Usual: no transformational updates; replacement of aging infrastructure with 
current standard versions 

2. Low-Carbon, Centralized Generation: replacement of large, centralized, carbon-intensive 
generation with large, centralized, low-carbon or carbon-free generation 

3. Rapid Growth of DERs: non-dispatchable distributed generation, distributed storage, and 
energy efficiency become common and widely adopted 

4. Interactivity of the Grid and Demand: high interactivity between flexible, integrated, and 
optimized transmission and distribution, grid-level storage, dispatchable DERs, demand 
response, smart grid, and consumer demand 

5. Grid or Load Defection: dramatic improvements in storage, cost reductions in distributed 
generation, and high energy costs lead to customer load defection (i.e., reduced demand from 
utilities) or customer grid defection (i.e., separating from utilities and self-supplying). 
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Appendix A. Electric Systems of the Future provides descriptions of these five distinct future 
directions that electric systems could take in the next 20 years. The authors do not expect that the 
entire country, or even any particular region, would necessarily choose to emphasize the same 
future direction; defining them separately helps one understand the particular needs of 
emphasizing a particular future, identify key barriers and enablers that intersect in multiple 
futures, and understand how choices made today can leave open or shut off future options. 

Electric System Futures – Emerging Disruptions 
Emerging disruptions are decisions or events that will likely spark electric sector transformation 
and they are shown in Table 1. Five key areas will be critical for successful transformation to any 
future different than today: technology, policy and regulatory, market, financing, and utility 
business model considerations. Some disruptions touch more than one of these key areas. As 
more emerging disruptions occur, the electric system transforms faster and more thoroughly. 
Decision makers can proactively choose to enact most of the disruptions using policies and 
regulations. Through near-term actions (described later), decision makers can proactively shape 
the electric system evolution.  

Each emerging disruption in Appendix B is aligned with the futures that could be most impacted 
by that disruption. Several disruptions may enable multiple futures. By identifying these 
relationships, it is easier to see which choices lead to which futures, and which do not enable or 
directly interact with others. There is a graphical representation of the relationships of the 
emerging disruptions and how they connect to the different potential future directions, shown in 
Appendix B. Summary of Emerging Disruptions and How They Map to Potential Futures.  

The goal of this exercise is to identify the critical enablers and barriers that could result in one or 
a combination of multiple futures to materialize. More details about specific enablers, barriers, 
and their sequence for successfully enabling the three main future directions of interest is 
captured in Appendix C. Key Enablers and Barriers for Three Main Future Directions. 

The Rapid DER future was chosen as a main emphasis for this report because a proliferation of 
small distributed energy resources across a utility’s system could drastically impact utility 
planning and operations. The next three main sections constitute the main areas of research. The 
section titled Understanding rapid DER growth on Utility Business Functions identifies the areas 
where DG PV interact with overall utility business operations in a high-level way on all levels of 
the utility as a business. Interactions and impacts that solar (and DER) will likely have on the 
utility are identified. The next major section titled Planning and Operations – Realizing 
Tomorrow’s Requirements Today is a deep dive into utility planning and operations specifically. 
This section explores specific changes that may be required to planning and operations to support 
DER, and especially solar PV, adoption. Finally, the last major section, Creating the Flexible 
Utility: Roadmaps and Signposts to the Future, identifies metrics to track and things to monitor 
and look out for and identifies Least Regrets Strategies that are expected to position most utilities 
to be ready for rapid growth of DER. The goal of this last section is to identify data collection 
and analysis activities that make sense now so that the utility can be prepared to proactively 
shape the future instead of just reacting to oncoming changes. 
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Table 1. Emerging Disruptions, by Category 

 
Low-Carbon, 
Centralized 
Generation 

Rapid 
Growth of 

DER 

Interactivity 
of the Grid 

and Demand 

Grid or 
Load 

Defection 
Technology 
Technology improvements (generation and 
controls)      
Improved flexibility management (technical 
aspects)     
Electrification of the transportation sector     
Cyber-attacks with long, widespread outages     
Physical disruptions with long, widespread outages 
(e. g., weather, attacks)     

Policy and Regulatory     
Environmental regulations (e.g., carbon market or 
carbon tax)      
Policies to accelerate prevention of and recovery 
from cyber-attacks     
Improved flexibility management (policy and 
regulatory)      
Evolved regulations and policies focused on value of 
services     
Interconnection challenges     
Improved bulk system interconnections and sub-
hourly markets     

Market     
National carbon market or carbon tax (market)      
Improved flexibility management (market aspects)      
Evolved market rules focused on value of services     
Improved bulk system interconnections and sub-
hourly markets     

Financing     
Reduce capital uncertainties for clean generation 
(VRE, clean coal, nuclear), DG, bulk and distributed 
storage, value of services flexibility, interactivity), 
and cyber-attack and physical disruption prevention 

    

Increased capital and financing for consumer-
purchased resources     

Natural gas (NG ) pipeline expansion limits and NG 
fracking environmental restrictions     

Utility Business Models     
Evolved business models focused on value of 
services     

Improved flexibility management (business aspects)     
Involvement of non-utilities (including third-party 
owners, customers) with different 
interests/business cases 
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Understanding Rapid DER Growth on Utility Business 
Functions 
This section identifies the areas where DG PV interact with overall utility business operations, in 
a high-level way, across all levels of the utility as a business. The authors decided to focus on the 
rapid growth of DER future, and distributed solar PV generation specifically, because it is 
expected to require the widest and deepest utility business changes than other futures envisioned. 
Utilities are generally structured to operate in an environment that is based on large central 
station generation connected to the high voltage transmission system with two-way power flows, 
then down to the distribution system where power flows in one direction – from the substation to 
the end customer. The rapid growth 
DER future adds the challenge of 
many small sized distributed 
generating plants interconnected to the 
distribution system (not transmission).  

The Rapid DER future may entail 
DERs benefitting from new valuations, 
new requirements, and cost decreases. 
Modernization and optimization (two-
way power flow, communications, IT) 
of the distribution grid could be 
financed by a mix of rate base and 
public sources of capital. Utility 
customers, DER developers, third-
party owners, and electric utilities may 
begin to value and benefit from DG, 
energy efficiency, and new energy 
storage options. These distributed 
resources not only have the impact of 
reducing load at the customer level, 
but also of dumping excess generation 
onto the electric grid when customer 
demand is lower than the solar 
generation output.  In deregulated 
markets, the operator of the “wires” 
balances generation, storage, and demand and may be supported by decoupling. In vertically 
integrated markets, the “Energy Services Utility” may be incentivized to increase system 
flexibility to lower overall costs by providing energy services and efficiency to the end customer 
(not energy). Utilities may also own DERs, allowing for the potential for energy efficiency and 
grid services to become profit centers. This future state, although experienced in a few areas in 
the United States and in Europe, is largely not yet experienced by most U.S. utilities and will 
likely require utilities to change their planning and operations in order to maintain grid 
reliability. 

Before moving on to the impact DER has specifically on the planning and operation functions of 
a single utility, the authors want to quickly touch on the importance of considering the impact 

Utilities are likely to face a future in which solar 
technologies contribute a greater portion of electricity 
generation. Before reaching high penetration of PV, 
penetration may reach an interim, notable level that could 
begin to impact utility planning and operations in a 
variety of ways. It is important to note that penetration 
does not need to reach a “high” level for the utility to 
need to take action. The metric high penetration appears 
in various permutations throughout state and FERC 
interconnection rules, state renewable portfolio 
standards, technical papers, and general discussions, but 
the term used in one context may not be the most 
appropriate for another (Coddington 2014). High 
penetration is a widely used, but often poorly defined 
term and could refer to power or energy over a particular 
area (e.g., circuit, feeder, utility service territory, state). 
Examples include capacity penetration, energy 
penetration, PV penetration, customer PV penetration, 
meter penetration, net energy metering (NEM) 
penetration, ampacity penetration, generation 
penetration, substation penetration, and rooftop 
penetration. An NREL white paper discussing the 
different definitions of high penetration and when each is 
most useful is forthcoming. 
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that DER can have on the larger U.S. electric system. Due to the interconnected nature of the 
U.S. electric grid, the impacts of a rapid DER growth future will likely extend beyond that single 
utility and may propagate through the electric system. And if two neighboring utilities, or many 
utilities in a region, are dealing with rapid DER growth, the impacts may overlap in likely new 
and potentially, surprising ways. This suggests that larger coordination at the state or regional 
level could be beneficial.  

As shown in Figure 1, the amount of customization needed in the U.S. electric sector in response 
to a rapid DER growth future is likely to be directly related to how central or decentralized the 
solutions are. To enable substantial DER, policymakers may want to consider more decentralized 
policy actions that may require customization for success. Fragmented energy services that are 
not coordinated more broadly across community, state, or regional levels will be decentralized in 
nature and require substantial resources to integrate these services, and their value, into the 
existing system. And because they are not coordinated more broadly, they may only lead to an 
incremental evolution of the electric system. Community-scale energy services (which could 
include a state or regional level) are emerging and, if coordinated, could lead to revolutionary 
change. If designed properly, they likely will not require the same level of customization that 
fragmented energy services could. The benefits of coordination could decrease customization 
and make it easier for utilities and the DER providers to seamlessly integrate their programs 
across states and within regions, thus decreasing the overall cost of implementation. In other 
words, planned coordination could lead to a more efficient response to a rapid DER growth 
future. This would be a suitable topic for further exploration in a follow-on analysis and report. 

 
Figure 1. The continuum of pathways to support increased  

decentralization requires increased customization 

Source: Zinaman et. al. 2015 
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Functions of the Regulated Utility 
Next, the case of an individual utility is considered. Vertically integrated utilities, and in 
particular IOUs, have responsibility for the full gamut of services and investments required to 
provide electric service to their customer base. Their decisions, plans, and operations are 
reviewed and approved by their regulators. In reality, the typical utility has a wide variety of 
functions required for successful system operation. Figure 2 provides a sample breakdown of the 
business units in a typical utility and the types of activities that each of those groups perform. 
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•Planning 
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Figure 2. Typical utility business units 

Figure 3 provides a frame of reference for how roles and responsibilities can be organized. In 
addition to the standard generation, transmission, and distribution functions, utilities place a 
strong emphasis on customer service. This can include everything from regional offices to a 
centralized call center for customers to interact directly with the utility, all the way up to specific 
energy efficiency and other demand-side management program offerings designed to assist 
customers with better managing their energy consumption.   

Under today’s paradigm, where central station generation and one-way power flows dominate 
the landscape, processes and procedures exist that either facilitate or – in some instances – 
prevent certain employees from collaborating.  For example, the Integrated Resource Planning 
process necessarily relies on the collection of information from a wide variety of groups across 
all business units. Conversely, FERC’s Standards of Conduct specifically prohibit the employees 
responsible for transmission planning and operations from sharing information that could be 
considered as providing a competitive advantage or selective treatment with employees 
responsible for generation dispatch. These conflicts should be addressed to ensure a successful 
transformation of the electric sector today.   

IOUs, in all instances, are regulated entities that must interact with regulators. These external 
interfaces occur not only for those obvious regulatory climates, but even down to the community 
level for economic development and related processes.   
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And similar to any other large business, utilities internalize a range of departments that support 
all other parts of the organization. These “corporate services” help facilitate the ongoing utility 
operations.  

Solar and Utility Impact Areas 
As the utility industry adapts to a world with increased and rapid growth of DER, the ways in 
which the utility reacts can vary widely. Distributed solar PV may be the most impactful new 
resource that will directly affect utility planning and operations over the long term.3 For the first 
time in the electric industry’s history, mass adoption of customer-sited generation is plausible; 
indeed, it is already occurring and impacting utility operations in places like Hawaii. Distributed 
solar has the potential to touch virtually all departments within a utility, and can drive significant 
organizational changes – even at small levels of penetration (Edge and Taylor 2014). 

Determining the myriad of ways that distributed solar can impact a utility requires an 
understanding of how these resources are treated today. The solar impact areas represented in 
Figure 3 are an attempt to identify high-level, cross-cutting implications distributed solar PV 
could impose across a utility’s operations. Each of these solar impact areas has the potential to 
influence how the utility performs across a variety of functions, roles, and responsibilities.   

 
Figure 3. Solar impact areas 

To illustrate the highest potential areas of distributed solar impact on utility functions, roles, and 
responsibilities, the authors identified 15 distinct Utility Impact Areas that are most likely to be 
influenced by increasing DGPV penetrations.4 The Utility Impact Areas are described in Table 2. 

                                                 
3 Commercially available storage at the distribution level will likely be impactful once it becomes economic. 
4 While some of Utility Impact Areas directly correlate with the business units (Figure 1), others describe specific 
activities, functions, and technologies that are either embedded within or shared across those business units. 
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Table 2. Utility Impact Areas 

Utility Impact Areas Description 
Customer Communications & 
Marketing 

How a utility informs its customer base of new programs, rate 
actions, and other activities 

Call Center Operations Processes, technologies, and personnel required to run the 
utility’s customer call center 

Retail Rate Design Types of rates offered to customers, frequency and method of 
rate cases and/or adjustments, etc. 

Regulatory Interfaces Filings and other interactions with federal and state 
commissions that regulate rates and other utility activities 

Customer Information Systems Information Technology (IT) systems dedicated to managing 
customer information; includes Customer Information System 
(CIS), Meter Data Management System (MDMS), etc. 

Utility Data Tracking & 
Utilization 

The methods, usage, analytics, and warehousing of all customer 
and system data, collected on a routine and non-routine basis 

Real-Time Communications Forms of technology leveraged for communicating with end 
points on the system and the round-trip latency and frequency 
of the communications between the central utility decision-
making applications / personnel and those end points 

Integrated Resource Planning Process for creating a long-term plan (typically 15+ years) that 
balances supply- and demand-side resources against future 
customer load requirements 

Transmission Planning Process for developing a long-term plan (typically 10+ years) for 
transmission additions and upgrades that supports all the 
transmission of electricity across the balancing authority area 

Distribution Planning Process for developing a near-term plan (typically 5-7 years) of 
capital expenditures for the distribution system, including asset 
replacement and new build / growth areas 

Personnel Needs / Adjustments Staffing requirements and organizational accountabilities of 
different business units and roles within the utility 

Distribution System Operations Physical operations and maintenance of the distribution system, 
including how different deployed assets react to system issues 

Transmission System 
Operations 

Physical operations and maintenance of the transmission 
system 

Generation Dispatch 
Procedures 

Real-time and day ahead economic and out-of-merit dispatch 
decisions of the generation fleet, including ancillary services and 
reserve requirements needed to ensure reliability 

Technology Deployment Related to planning and operations, the decision-making 
process on the types of utility assets and technologies to deploy 
on the electric system to ensure reliability 

 
A key element to understanding solar’s impact on utility business operations is to compare the 
solar impact areas and each Utility Impact Area. The goal here is to understand the touchpoints 
where solar interacts with and can influence future utility operations. To better understand that 
interplay, the authors leveraged a session at SEPA’s Utility Solar Conference, held in San Diego, 
California, in April 2015. For discussion purposes, session participants were asked to imagine a 
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future where rapid adoption of DERs occurred on their system, to break into smaller groups, and 
to discuss and debate how impactful high penetrations of distributed solar PV would be across 
various aspects of their organizations. These small group discussions helped validate the 
breakdown of Solar and Utility Impact Areas and identified where relationships exist. The results 
of these discussions are highlighted in Figure 4 thru Figure 8. While not every solar impact area 
will influence each Utility Impact Area, it became clear during the conference session that the 
different ways distributed solar manifests itself is both broad and deep across the functional roles 
of the typical vertically integrated IOU. 

The next five sections consider the solar impact areas individually in each section below, 
comparing them against the 15 Utility Impact Areas. Any Utility Impact Area that is not 
impacted by DGPV was made light blue to deemphasize the relationship. Those kept in dark blue 
have a clear relationship to the solar impact area, as described in the text.  

Long-Term Planning 

 
Figure 4. Impact of solar on long-term planning activities 

 

High levels of penetration of distributed solar impacts utility long-term plans across many 
business functions. Added generation at the edge of the grid can either be treated as a net load 
reduction or as a resource in the integrated resource planning (IRP) process, and as penetration 
rises, distribution plans likely would have to be adjusted to account for feeder-specific impacts 
and distribution technology deployment. Both of those factors may cause long-term transmission 
addition plans to change. In addition, because many utilities file IRPs with their state 
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commissions, they will probably have to change how they begin to communicate resource 
planning decisions to their regulators. A key component of determining the impacts to long-term 
plans will be integrating a significant amount of granular data on system loads and asset health as 
solar penetration increases. 

Utility Operations 

 
Figure 5. Impact of solar on utility operations 

 

The addition of variable generation resources will likely directly impact utility real-time 
operations. To manage these resources in real-time, utilities may have to alter their generation 
dispatch curves, particularly to be prepared to manage swings in load resulting from the 
variability in solar output.   

On the customer interface front, utilities will likely want to be more knowledgeable about which 
customers have generation onsite, which may require modifications to Customer Information 
Systems (CIS). The call center for the utility – often the first touch point when issues occur for a 
customer – may require updated training for customer care representatives to better familiarize 
them with the types of questions that would arise from this class of customers.  
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IT, Data, and Communications 

 
Figure 6. Impact of solar on IT, data, and communications infrastructures 

 

As distributed solar penetration increases, the needs and requirements imposed upon the IT 
department are expected to increase exponentially. Thousands of new endpoints will exist; each 
could have the potential to collect, store, and integrate sub-minute information on system 
performance that could be used for distribution system health analytics. Capturing this amount of 
data requires a robust and secure communications infrastructure, and taking action on that data 
requires a powerful analytics platform that can monitor the health of the system and – potentially 
– make real-time decisions on how deployed technologies react (such as smart inverters, load tap 
changers, cap banks, etc.). These data can also be extremely useful to the call center, where 
information on outages and estimated restore times can benefit customer care representatives 
fielding calls. At a higher level, pushing this wealth of information upstream into the long-term 
planning processes can result in higher quality considerations on the timing and level of resource 
needs.   
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Utility Interactions with Customers 

 
Figure 7. Impact of solar on utility interactions with customers  

 

The ways in which a utility interacts with its customers has changed significantly over the past 
decade and will likely continue to evolve in the decades to come. The primary driver of this 
change is around how technology advancements have enhanced each customer’s ability to both 
understand and engage in their energy consumption. Many utilities currently offer customer 
energy portals to view historical consumption information. As DERs proliferate, ideally designed 
portals would provide meaningful and actionable information to the end consumer so that the 
technology’s full capabilities can be leveraged. Indeed, many third-party technology vendors 
already offer smart phone “apps” that provide instantaneous information about demand within 
the home, although they have not been deployed widely. In addition, these types of portals can 
greatly increase a given customer’s education level on how actions impact usage (and therefore, 
bills). 

In order to facilitate all of these new customer-enabling technologies and programs, utilities may 
be faced with reimagining the makeup of their workforce. Realignments in how business units 
are organized, the skill sets and job levels needed to plan for and operate the grid of the future, 
and other changes could be in store. 
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Utility Business Models 

 
Figure 8. Impact of solar on utility business practices  

 

One of the key changes that can be observed today is that electricity is less and less a 
commodity; rather, the utility is starting to sell energy as a service (Propper 2015; NYS DPS 
2014; Cory and Aznar 2014; Aggarwal and Burgess 2014; Newcomb et al. 2013; Harvey and 
Aggarwal 2013; GE Digital Energy 2013; Richter 2012). This shift in thinking and operations 
also means that the method with which utilities discuss their business model with regulators is 
likely to change as well. At high levels of solar penetration, utilities may need to look at the 
products and services they offer to customers and determine – with their regulators – what the 
right roles are for the utility going forward. The conversation could include how the utility is 
paid for the services it provides as well. This type of strategic planning exercise cuts across all 
types of utility functions and requires a holistic review of how the utility-customer relationship 
could evolve. 

Holistic Strategy Development 
The authors facilitated discussion during an industry meeting of (predominantly) utility 
employees to understand how they viewed the relative impact of high penetrations of DERs on 
their operations. Participants were asked to rate the level of impact on each of the categories on a 
scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most impactful. Results are shown in Figure 9. Precisely because 
of the fact that distributed solar cuts across so many utility functions and responsibilities, the 
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participants saw nearly universal major impacts during the session.5 Transmission planning is 
anticipated to be the least impacted – and even that was identified as having more change than 
not, on average. The areas listed below relevant to utility planning and operations are explored in 
more detail in the next section. 

 
Figure 9. Average Level of impact of rapid DER growth on Utility Impact Areas 

 

Simply put, the utility industry is at a crossroads. The changing landscape of technology options 
for end-use consumers is likely to enable fundamentally higher levels of expectations for 
utilities. The fact that a rapid DER growth future is seen as likely by many in the industry merely 
underscores the need for each utility to begin the process of integrating new technologies, 
processes, skill sets, etc. into typical business functions sooner rather than later. To help 
underscore this need, the next section will take a deeper dive on planning and operations at 
utilities to identify requirements for safe, reliable, and cost-effective services in a rapid DER 
growth future. 

 

                                                 
5 Figure 9 represents the views of 11 different breakout groups made up of more than 50 utility representatives in 
total. 
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Planning and Operations – Realizing Tomorrow’s 
Requirements Today 
To build on the overview of DER impacts on utilities across all their business functions, this 
section describes and deeply examines potential changes to utility planning and utility operations 
that can support DER and PV adoption. It focuses on how DER and DG PV could directly result 
in modifications to existing generation, transmission, and distribution planning and operations 
procedures, systems, protocols, and resources that will probably be required in a future where 
DER adoption has achieved critical mass. To supplement the discussion and provide context on 
existing activities, the authors conducted an online quantitative survey of IOUs, to which ten 
utilities responded. Those results are included within the following sections. 

Long-Term Planning Activities 
Rapid growth of DER is expected to precipitate changes to utility planning. The three areas 
needing attention in the planning process are IRP, transmission planning, and distribution 
planning. While IRPs are often filed publicly on a routine schedule, often in alternating years, all 
forms of planning occur at least annually at a majority of utilities surveyed. IRPs typically cover 
15-year time horizons (though can range from 10-20+ years), while transmission plans tend to 
cover only 10 years. According to survey results, distribution plans are either focused on 5- or 
10-year horizons. 

Some utilities do resource planning in parallel with transmission planning since adding large 
centralized generating stations also requires transmission system changes, but over half of survey 
respondents indicated that the transmission planning process actually occurs separately and the 
results are treated as IRP inputs. At this time, most utilities questioned do distribution planning 
as a separate process from resource and transmission planning, with only one-third of 
respondents indicating that distribution and transmission plans are optimized together. Because 
DERs will mostly connect to the distribution system and could create two-way power flows, it 
will be essential to increase the connectivity between the three planning processes to maintain 
system reliability.  

Distribution Planning 
Because DER interconnects at the distribution level, planning at the distribution level will 
become more complex and the utility role will be critical for maintaining system reliability.  
DERs are close to the load and therefore, they significantly reduce losses that occur due to the 
transmission of electrons across long distances. It also has the additional benefit of potentially 
deferring system upgrades at the distribution level. However, because of the potential for two-
way power flows across design protections originally built for one direction fault current and 
back feeding from the upstream feeder, it would be possible to cause faults that existing 
protection systems in the distribution system cannot sense. Additional relaying and other design 
schemes could counteract the effect of DER reducing the effectiveness of existing equipment.  

In addition to electrical equipment additions, communications capabilities will allow for dynamic 
adjustment to the variability of DER. These two-way communications will be essential for 
maintaining grid stability at the distribution level. A major complicating factor is that the utility 
can have hundreds to thousands of distribution circuits that normally were designed to handle 
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local conditions. Given such a diverse set of starting conditions, DER penetration could have a 
different effect on each distribution circuit, resulting in different design applications to combat 
DER’s inherent characteristics. Over half of utility survey respondents indicated that, today, they 
do not have the capability to monitor assets on the distribution system in real-time that would 
inform them of grid disturbances caused by DERs. More interestingly, the same number of 
utilities are experiencing isolated issues on the distribution system caused by DER penetration 
that they manage today with existing resources. As penetration increases over time, these 
isolated incidents may become more frequent and incremental technology solutions may be 
required to address them. Sub-second measurement through synchrophasors or phase modulation 
units can be leveraged to provide real-time insights; cross-referencing that information with other 
data sources so that analytics can be performed on sub-second levels can provide both strategic 
insights and, potentially, real-time solutions to grid disturbances. 

An engineering review for electrical equipment modifications and the expected communications 
infrastructure needed is considered essential by our interviewees, who recommend incorporating 
the reviews into distribution planning considerations. This equipment review could allow new 
technologies, features, and characteristics to be real options and thus be adopted as company 
standards for asset upgrades and replacements on the distribution system. This will entail 
identifying the highest priority equipment gaps that could keep the grid stable and reliable when 
addressed, and could provide signals to industry of the technology need. Further, utility 
ownership of the smart inverter, along with the ability to have two-way communications, can 
provide a long-term avenue for the utility to maintain grid stability and reliability.  

At the distribution level, having real-time data through the smart meter and smart inverter 
enables distribution operations to react to and plan for system disturbances that may occur due to 
DER variability (Davidovich and Sterling 2014). This approach of changing the way assets are 
defined would necessarily require proactive engagement with regulators to weigh the benefits 
and costs so that the best approach for all customers can be incorporated into utility plans. 

Integrated Resource Planning 
Regardless of whether or not they are interconnected behind or in front of the utility meter, 
DERs provide energy and potentially, capacity benefits to the utility and its customer base. At 
significant levels of penetration, this means generation and distribution additions that otherwise 
would get planned for, and ultimately built, could be deferred.  

Complicating the IRP review process is the fact that the majority of utilities tend to treat 
distributed generation as a net load impact (Sterling et al. 2013). While netting DG behind the 
customer meter is adequate at low penetration levels, it hides the variability of solar inside of the 
utilities’ load forecast, not only on an energy basis, but also on a capacity basis. Neither the 
actual customer load nor the solar generation is clear, which makes it harder to predict and plan; 
this is exacerbated as penetration increases. The potential future with rapid growth DER is 
expected to change the way utilities do resource planning from treating DER as a net load impact 
to an actual generation resource. Doing resource planning this way will allow for the utility to do 
“what if” analyses around both their customer load and the variability of solar production. 
Together, these are expected to provide more granular information, which could better inform a 
more robust generation resource plan. 
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Related to the inherent variability in production from these resources due to weather fluctuations, 
the future utility may need to invest in the ability to conduct long-term planning analyses on a 
time interval significantly shorter than currently practiced, or even envisioned. Current 
production cost modeling is done on an hourly basis for the duration of the planning horizon.  
Trying to run these on a shorter time basis, such as five minutes, is not practical due to the heavy 
burden it places on computing power (Sterling et al. 2013). Regardless, at high levels of 
penetration the ability to understand the potential fluctuations in these resources on a level more 
granular than an hour is critical to ensuring that the appropriate conventional resources are added 
to the system to maintain grid reliability. Alternatively, battery energy storage systems (BESS) 
or other storage devices could provide a viable alternative to managing intra-minute variability, 
ensuring a smoother production curve for the remaining assets on the system to dispatch against.  
Demand response is another option. There are many other ways to add flexibility to the electric 
system that span system operation, market mechanisms, load response, flexible generation, 
networks, and storage (Cochran et al. 2014b). Figure 10 shows a snapshot in time of the relative 
economics of integration options across these ways of adding flexibility. The options costs are 
system dependent and constantly evolving. 

 
Figure 10. Mechanisms for increasing flexibility 

Source: Cochran et. al 2014b 
 

 Note: 
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Finally, the interplay between DER penetration and customer load will be critical to understand, 
as evidenced by California’s “duck curve” and the resulting ramping requirements imposed late 
in the day. Understanding the magnitude of these ramps and the resources available to manage 
them will likely play a large role in future utility IRP processes (Joe et al. 2015). 

Transmission Planning 
Planning at the transmission and distribution level has, thus far, been done as separate processes. 
The traditional consideration of planning around large, centralized stations—with electrons 
flowing from generators through the transmission and distribution systems and ending at the end-
use customer—changes in the rapid DER future state. DER operation impacts precipitate a need 
to capture potentially cascading and interrelated impacts as opposed to the traditional serial 
planning done with the large centralized station model. 

In the rapid DER future case, at higher penetrations, the distribution system is expected to 
interact more with the transmission system; the distribution system can contribute to and 
influence system dynamics – positively through providing aggregated services, or negatively by 
contributing to disturbances. Because of the potential to export to the electric grid, or in the very 
least appear to serve load locally, this is expected to displace central station generation. These 
centralized generating facilities are assets that currently provide both frequency and voltage 
support to the transmission system in addition to power supply functions. Any loss of these vital 
support functions necessitates their replacement through other means considered during 
planning. Whether it is through additional electrical equipment, DER smart inverter functions, or 
other means, the transmission planner will need to have accurate and dependable data for 
planning to maintain grid reliability and stability. Additional specialized electrical equipment can 
contribute to voltage and frequency stability and enhanced communications capabilities, and 
when properly planned, can be built into the system to allow for the dynamic control necessary 
for a variable resource such as solar. From a transmission capacity standpoint, existing facilities 
appear to be adequate because the impact from rapid DER growth is expected to reduce power 
flow from centralized stations to the end customers.6  

Utility Operations 
Although DERs present planning hurdles, their increased presence may be more challenging 
from an operations perspective. Inherently, DERs (without storage) are not dispatchable and can 
have steep ramping levels both up and down, not only on an hourly basis, but also on a much 
shorter time frame. Season to season fluctuations can present challenges as well. These 
characteristics present operational problems that need to be managed in real-time to maintain a 
stable and reliable grid. 

Just as load is forecast on a short-term basis, allowing for generation commitment and system 
operations management, forecasting DER output could be incorporated into utility operational 
practices to increase fidelity. Forecasting on a day-ahead basis would be helpful to the operations 
staffs. Intra-day forecasting will help plan for generation dispatch and distribution system 
operational events. California’s “duck curve” shows the need for quick adaptability; the 
steepness of the ramping requirements coupled with short-term variability due to weather-related 
                                                 
6 However, the addition of large, central-scale variable generation, such as wind or solar (not covered in this study), 
could require transmission upgrades and expansion. 
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events highlights the importance of accurate forecast integration at hourly (or potentially smaller) 
intervals.  

Two-way communications that transmit data are needed to sense and react to this variability. The 
ability to send signals to electrical equipment or smart inverters, and their ability to act in 
aggregate, will likely help keep the grid stable at high DER penetrations. Any automation that 
can be incorporated into the generation, transmission, and distribution systems is just as 
important as having two-way communication capabilities. Automatic voltage and frequency 
control equipment located at key points across the distribution grid can minimize many 
disturbances before they turn into grid events. Ideally, design modifications determined in the 
planning phase can alleviate some day-to-day operational concerns realized from the addition of 
high penetration of DERs.  

Day-to-day design modifications and operations will likely increase the need for personnel 
required to handle the rapid DER scenario. At the very least, extra protection equipment, 
electrical relaying, switching, communications equipment, software, and other technology 
additions are needed, along with increased staff to design, forecast, operate, and administrate 
rapid DER adoption.  

In 2014, SEPA partnered with ScottMadden Inc. on a multi-client benchmarking study to 
identify staffing levels across a group of utilities related to renewable energy functions, roles, 
and responsibilities. A clear correlation became evident, where utilities with more distributed 
solar interconnections had measurably higher numbers of Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) 
employees to manage those resources (Edge and Taylor 2014). While headcount may not track 
linearly with the number of DERs interconnected to the distribution system, clearly the increased 
number of customer interconnections can influence how work is performed. 

In order to facilitate the understanding of what is occurring at all of the endpoints across the grid, 
more information and a way to process that information will be critical. Many utilities are 
currently turning towards advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) as a solution. With AMI 
deployment, the need to be able to handle large amounts of data and the proficiency for using it 
to the utilities’ advantage arises. This requires upgrades to the MDMS and CIS, and the 
integration of these systems and their data with other utility software platforms such as 
distribution supervisory control and data acquisition (also called D-SCADA) and other data 
management systems. Without this level of integration, utility operators will probably have 
imperfect information on the health and status of the distribution system, which can have 
consequences upstream on the transmission system and generation dispatch sequencing due to 
variability in distributed resource production.  

A critical component of integrating these software platforms is enabling real-time 
communications infrastructure with the requisite backhaul capabilities so that all the endpoint 
information across the system can be aggregated, summarized, analyzed, and acted upon in a 
very short time span. Importantly, utilities (perhaps in consultation with other key stakeholders) 
will determine if this aggregation and determination process is best performed in a fully 
centralized manner – at the head end – or if it could be delegated downstream so that feeders act 
independently in the best interest of their locational frequency and voltage requirements. Central 
questions to address include but are not limited to: whether or not the AMI system can be 
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leveraged; what available frequencies (e.g., 900MHz) can be purchased to traffic utility data; the 
potential for home Wi-Fi services to carry critical data; and the impact of NERC cybersecurity 
standards and the likelihood of the utility infrastructure becoming compromised. 

The influx of data from both the load side and the generation production side in the form of DER 
can greatly assist grid operators, who can then share with planning organizations to form the 
starting point for the next planning cycle. These data could feed the resource planning inputs, 
making their input assumptions nearer to what the system actually sees. This in turn would help 
transmission and distribution planners understand how the system is performing in a distributed 
environment. The planning cycle then feeds back into operations, allowing the utility be in a 
position to react to any anticipated occurrences and also modify procedures based on past 
experiences. Sharing information and experience between these groups as new and more 
granular data are gathered can greatly enhance overall lessons learned for both sides of the 
organization. 

Lastly, communication across business units will play a central role in how well utilities adapt to 
the changing landscape of providing electric service to end customers. The creation of channels 
of communication and collaboration between billing, customer service, engineering and field 
operations, generation dispatch, distribution operations, and others will be most helpful for 
adhering to FERC’s Standards of Conduct policy.   

To summarize, this section considered how utility planning and operations will likely need to 
change once DER, and distributed solar in particular, reach higher penetration levels. Figure 11 
shows the areas of planning and operations that were identified as important for integration for a 
utility to be flexible and prepared for rapid growth of DER.  

Based on experience to date, it appears that changes will probably not only impact long-term 
generation, transmission, and distribution planning, but also load forecasts and thus demand 
planning, as well as systems, protocols, and other resources (including the need for flexibility). 
The need for two-way communication appears to be important for additional interactions with 
the customer’s DG and for maintaining system reliability. Distribution planning is expected to 
have the most immediate needs for maintaining grid reliability. Transmission planning is 
envisioned to evolve over time to also incorporate distribution. Increased system flexibility and 
improved, two-way communications can help the utility maintain reliable operations on a day-to-
day basis. And more personnel are likely needed to support design, forecasting, operation, 
administration of new protection equipment, and other protective mechanisms. A large amount 
of data will need to be gathered and processed, and then action will need to be taken quickly – 
sometimes across business units. These connections appear to be critical for a utility to evolve 
into the flexible utility that is ready to address increased solar penetration. 
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Figure 11. Integration of planning and operations across the flexible solar utility  
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Creating the Flexible Utility: Roadmaps and Signposts 
to the Future 
This section identifies metrics to track, data to monitor, market changes to watch, and Least 
Regrets Strategies that are expected to position most utilities to be ready for rapid growth of 
DER. The goal is to identify data collection and analysis activities that make sense now so that 
the utility can be prepared to proactively shape the future instead of just reacting to oncoming 
changes after the fact. 

Planning for Future Flexibility 
While the future of the utility industry is unclear, there are several steps that each utility can take 
over the next 5-10 years to be better prepared for whatever the future will hold. Transitioning 
from reactive to proactive is not something that can be accomplished overnight; rather, each 
utility will be reviewing planning, operational, and other changes in the context of their own 
markets, structures, and existing deployed technologies.   

Utility survey respondents listed the following as the top three hurdles they expect to face in 
preparing for a rapid DER growth future:  

1. Real-time data communications and IT infrastructure  

2. Regulatory constraints and cost recovery  

3. Internal organizational issues (staffing, training, etc.).   

Culled from in-depth interviews, interactive discussions, and an online survey, the authors have 
distilled down the thoughts and ideas from a wide variety of utility personnel on how they could 
better address those hurdles and prepare their organizations for the future. Figure 12 describes 
specific Least Regrets Strategies for utilities to consider regardless of the future that materializes 
– across long-term planning, operations, IT/data/communications, utility interactions with 
customers, and utility business models. These consist of steps that utilities have identified as 
important and that should be considered and taken in the next several years to better leverage the 
direction of the industry—namely, to become “flexible” and adapt to the situations at hand. 
These are described in more detail in the following sections.  
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Figure 12. Least Regrets Strategies 

 

Long-Term Planning 
Develop Supply- and Demand-based Distribution Plans that roll into the IRP 
Currently, utility distribution planning processes look out over relatively short timeframes and 
focus primarily on potential capital expenditures that will be required and that are not usually 
considered in transmission or integrated resource planning. Moreover, they do not look at 
customer adoption of DERs as a potential solution set; rather, that detail is often only considered 
after the fact during operational reviews of grid performance. While continued capital 
deployments for grid upgrades will certainly be required, utilities may want to consider DER 
technologies as viable options for deferring these costs. For example, the utility could identify a 
need on a specific feeder and, rather than moving forward with transformer upgrades, line 
reconductoring, or other typical processes, a new framework could allow load-sited generation, 
demand response, or similar activities to “compete” via the application of benefit/cost tests. For 
example, ConEd in New York City is actively considering this with their Brooklyn-Queens 
Initiative (ConEd 2014).   

Regardless of the approach taken, these distribution plans could inform the utility and its 
regulators if it can also be integrated into the IRP process. While the timeframes do not often 
align, with distribution planning often covering shorter horizons like 5 years and IRPs addressing 
much longer-term horizons like 15 years, the level of granularity that could be leveraged from 
the distribution plan may be insightful when discussing supply and demand options in the 
context of the overarching IRP.   

•Develop supply- and demand-based distribution plans that roll up into the IRP 
•Treat DERs as both fixed inputs and as selectable resources in the IRP 
•Integrate Supply, Demand, Transmission, and Distribution planning processes into an overarching process 
•Discuss a long-term distribution system investment plan with regulators 

Long-Term Planning 

•Update standard equipment list to support distribution integration needs and infrastructure requirements 
•Deploy advanced inverters system-wide 
•Deploy sub-meters for distributed generation resources 

Operations 

•Develop a long-term IT, data, and communications plan that is tied into other planning processes 
•Strategically deploy real-time communications infrastructure, AMI, etc. 
•Move towards automated data management and analytics 

IT, Data, & Communications 

•Create a “green team” for the customer call center 
•Enable sophisticated customer energy portals 
•Investigate new rate and pricing models 
•Create routine customer workshops on energy consumption, new in-home technologies, and other topics 

of interest 

Utility Interactions with Customers 

•Move towards holistic customer program design 
•Create employee training initiatives around the changing grid 
•Balance rate cases with multi-year rate reform plans 

Utility Business Models 
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Treat DERs as both Fixed Inputs and as Selectable Resources in the IRP 
The majority of utilities today treat DERs as a net load impact, similar to how energy efficiency 
is treated (Sterling et al. 2013). Essentially, these demand-side resources are forecast and then 
taken out of the gross customer load shape; this revised load shape is then used in the IRP 
process. In some instances, these resources are not even explicitly broken out; rather, they are 
just assumed to be part of the load growth trend (in this instance, as a reason for growth to be 
lower than historic figures).   

While treating DERs as a fixed and “known” value may make sense in some instances,7 it may 
be advisable to make them a fixed generation input rather than a net load impact. This would 
allow for better visibility into how the resource planning tools view DER impacts, and could 
allow for more seamless scenario planning. It would also provide better clarity on load 
forecasting. As a further step, utilities can consider allowing the resource planning tools to 
proactively select and optimize the level of penetration for each DER. With more accurate 
pricing information, this approach may lead to truly lowest cost plans and provide regulators 
with insight into how different DERs impact total portfolio costs (Sterling et al 2013). 

Integrate Supply, Demand, Transmission, and Distribution Planning Processes into an 
Overarching Process 
Not only are distribution plans often not included in the IRP process, but transmission plans may 
be left out as well. Some utilities conduct transmission planning as a completely separate 
function and the results become an input into the IRP, while others allow for transmission 
additions to be selectable choices in the IRP itself. Combining all three planning processes can 
provide regulators with a clearer vision of what the impending total capital requirements of the 
utility look like. While certainly more complicated, this form of universal optimization can also 
result in portfolios that are much more robust because they meet both least cost and least risk 
metrics. 

Discuss a Long-term Distribution System Investment plan with Regulators 
Regardless of which future state dominates the landscape, the distribution grid is likely going to 
have to evolve over time; only the speed of this transformation and the technology deployment 
decisions may vary. To facilitate these dialogues, utilities may want to consider creating 
meetings or forums with their regulators about distribution system capital requirements in 
general and the different technology choices that could be considered. Whether through a formal 
process or during routine discussions, these discussions can help propel dialogue about the 
advancing grid and the impacts for customers. These forums and the thoughts and insights 
provided therein can have a positive impact on how utilities begin rolling out system upgrades 
and how DERs play in that world – all of which are expected to be eventually included in future 
rate cases before regulators. Shifting the dialogue forward and talking about the “wheres”, 
“whats”, and “whys” can provide important education for all those involved in rate case review.  

                                                 
7 Examples include when penetration is still low, or where incentives and associated budgets alone drive DER 
adoption. 
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Operations 
Update Standard Equipment list to meet Distribution grid Infrastructure Requirements 
Utilities routinely maintain a list of standard equipment that can be purchased and installed on 
the system. For example, there are likely a handful of transformer specifications for deployment 
in a residential neighborhood, and the actual transformer installed will most likely be pulled from 
this specification list depending upon site requirements. Because of DERs impact on the 
changing grid, utilities might decide to proactively review their equipment lists more often, and 
to add new types of equipment as potential solutions, to ensure that they take advantage of the 
latest standards and technologies that support distribution integration needs.   

Deploy Advanced Inverters System-wide 
Related to the previous item, utilities could look at broad deployments of advanced inverter 
capabilities via the inclusion of these technologies into minimum interconnection standards.  
Advanced inverters can provide a variety of key functions, including reactive power support; 
voltage/frequency ride-throughs; modifications of ramp rates; and communications capabilities.  
Leveraging these capabilities at the edge of the grid can result in a more optimized deployment 
of rooftop solar and can result in more efficient capital deployment, as other distribution 
upgrades to manage power flows and voltages can be deferred or completely replaced by the 
inverter. In some instances, it may make sense for the utility itself to own the inverter as well 
(Davidovich and Sterling 2014).   

Deploy Sub-meters for DG Resources 
Not all utilities today require a separate production meter for behind-the-meter generation. As 
DER (and, specifically, rooftop solar) penetration increases, gaining access to the actual shape of 
those resource’s production curves is increasingly important. Without sub-metering, utilities 
would be left estimating what the generation produced compared to other potential reasons for 
load fluctuations. If utilities consider including DERs as supply options in the IRP, gaining these 
hourly data becomes even more crucial. And by aligning actual known production against load, 
utilities would have even more visibility into each feeder’s operating profile and have a higher 
likelihood of pinpointing what exactly was occurring on the grid during times of stress. 

IT, Data, and Communications 
Develop a Long-term IT, Data, and Communications Plan that is Tied into Other 
Planning Processes 
As a corollary to the distribution plan, utilities may want to consider a broadly focused IT, data, 
and communications infrastructure planning process. This concept would integrate the needs and 
requirements being identified by all of the planning and operation organizations and seek to 
identify the IT backhaul and data management solution that best fits the needs of the utility.  
While this may occur on a piecemeal or siloed basis today, it is unlikely that many utilities 
perform cross-functional and cross-organizational discussions on why certain data is needed and 
what speed is demanded. Indeed, real-time data from the edge of the grid are very likely to be 
required for grid optimization in the future, and at a minimum, utilities will likely review those 
data after the fact to better identify system performance. This IT plan could also be incorporated 
into the comprehensive Supply, Demand, Transmission, and Distribution plan discussed earlier 
to show a broader picture of capital requirements to regulators.   
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Strategically Deploy Near-Real-time Communications Infrastructure, AMI, etc. 
As part of the advancement of the distribution system, utilities will be faced with a need for more 
frequent and more granular data. Utility AMI deployments are not universal, and while they may 
not be immediately justifiable from a cost perspective, AMI are expected to become a key 
resource for utilities as they analyze customer load shapes over time. The infusion of DERs 
envisioned in the rapid growth state may necessitate rate modifications, which become much 
more seamless using AMI. Further, the hourly data that can be gathered will be critical in both 
utility and consumer analytics. For the consumer specifically, the ability to learn about how 
hour-to-hour decisions within the home and how those decisions impact his/her electric bills can 
lead to better energy management. Without some form of AMI, the collection and display of this 
information becomes exceedingly difficult. 

Move Towards Automated data Management and Analytics 
The collection of hourly and sub-hourly data across tens of thousands of customers spread across 
hundreds of feeders could create unanticipated consequences associated with “Big Data.” Taken 
all at once, this amount of information is completely overwhelming. To prevent these data from 
becoming effectively useless, the proper tools and applications that can mine, analyze, and 
present them in an understandable format – and quickly – will be useful. Dashboards, pre-
determined queries, and standardized data tables that pull the data on a routine basis can greatly 
enhance the usability of the information coming into the utility every day. By automating the 
analytics, this wealth of data can be leveraged in day-to-day operational decision making and 
also get pulled into planning processes. 

Utility Interactions with Customers 
Create a “Green team” for the Customer call Center 
Several utilities today have taken the step of creating a special training program for select 
individuals within their customer call center. Known as the “green team,” these representatives 
are provided with detailed training on renewable energy, energy efficiency, and other customer 
similar programs. When a customer calls wanting to discuss any of these types of issues, they are 
immediately routed to the green team, who are more capable of answering customer questions 
about their energy options. This leads to a better overall customer experience because they are 
not forced to wait in queue behind other unrelated customer questions or concerns, and they 
receive direct information in a conversational format. 

For utilities considering the creation of a green team, it is important to understand the metrics 
with which call centers are measured. For example, many customer care centers track the length 
of wait time and length of call time for each incoming call. On the latter, the goal is often to 
handle each customer’s issue as quickly as possible because most customers do not enjoy these 
experiences at all, and most value getting their questions resolved with minimal time expended.  
For green team calls, though, it is highly likely that customers are specifically looking for a more 
detailed conversation. Excluding the green team calls from the call length metric can provide a 
strong statement to the green team members that the customer experience is critical for these 
calls. 
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Enable Sophisticated Customer Energy Portals 
Over the past several years, utilities have been updating their websites to include customer 
portals where historical billing and usage information can be found. With the advent of AMI, 
utilities can present customers with very granular information on usage by showing the hour-to-
hour consumption changes. Some utilities take this one step further and show the impact of 
different rate plans on the customer’s energy bill. These types of activities could become very 
important over time, particularly as customers are faced with DER options from both the 
industry and the utility (in the form of rooftop solar, other generation technologies, demand 
response programs, and other utility programs).   

A potential strategy for better engaging with customers via the Web portal is to provide a series 
of calculators and estimators for consumers. In essence, the utility would leverage customer-
specific hourly data to show how different rates, technologies, and load management strategies 
impact their hourly consumption, and ultimately, the bill. From a technology perspective, one 
example would be a solar calculator that showed before and after energy profiles with cost 
estimations. Some utilities already take this step, at least for customer-owned solar; PG&E has a 
solar calculator to estimate the cost of installing solar and the bill savings (PG&E 2015). In 
theory, though, this could be used for any type of solar product (leases, PPAs, community solar, 
etc.). Taking this one step further, utilities could enable an interface where customers could 
identify during which hours specific household appliances run on a specific day or on a typical 
day, and receive feedback on maximizing savings on their rates. 

Driving customers to gain a better understanding of how their actions within the home translate 
to their bills, and providing tools to understand different technologies and usage patterns, can 
increase trust and create a more engaged consumer. 

Investigate new rate and Pricing Models 
While some utilities currently leverage time-of-use rates and/or demand charges for residential 
customers, by and large most customers today are still served on a flat rate or an inclining block 
rate (where the more you use, the more expensive it becomes). Utilities may consider 
investigating how to change the way rates are designed so that customers get more accurate price 
signals, not only based on when they use energy, but also how they use it. Moving towards 
dynamic pricing regimes like real-time pricing, critical peak pricing, peak time rebates, and other 
models will require further investigation as they may not be appropriate in all circumstances. 

Create Routine Customer Workshops on Energy Consumption, new In-home 
Technologies, and Other Topics of Interest 
During the working session at SEPA’s Utility Solar Conference, one participant shared how 
their8 utility holds routine customer workshops about solar across the utility territory. The 
benefits are that customers learn this information from a trusted source, and it provides the 
opportunity to provide better service to customers interested in relatively new technologies like 
solar. This same concept could be leveraged for informal and formal discussions on a variety of 
issues across all DERs. Customer workshops could be held on solar, storage, demand response, 
electric vehicles, and other topics of interest at different community centers or other meeting 

                                                 
8 The plural is used because participants were promised anonymity. 
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locations, and provide the utility with a chance to both educate the customer on different 
technologies while also learning customer interests directly from them. 

Separately, similar sessions could be held with local industry – from contractors to developers.  
This would create a forum for the utility to educate these companies on existing and planned 
programs, standards, requirements, and regulations, and provide an opportunity for constructive 
feedback on potential areas of improvement in utility processes and procedures.   

Creating a bi-directional flow of information, however formal or informal, can provide the utility 
with much needed information on customer interests and how to better serve their needs. 

Utility Business Models 
Move Towards Holistic Customer Program Design 
Many utilities offer a host of program choices to their customers, from energy efficiency to 
demand response, net energy metering to electric vehicles. And even within those categories, 
sometimes dozens of options exist. For example, energy efficiency programs may be broken out 
specifically to new air conditioning, window retrofits, shade screens, shade trees, etc. But in 
many cases, these programs sit individually with their own budgets and targets, and are not 
considered as part of a broader offering to the consumer. The one real exception is home energy 
audits that are more comprehensive in nature, but still only focus on efficiency measures and fail 
to look at other choices.   

The consumer, however, is likely considering multiple options to improve his/her home’s energy 
equation – and those choices may not align with how the utility presents choices.  To combat this 
potential issue of perspective, utilities may want to look at more holistic program design 
alternatives that provide packaged approaches for customer consideration. For example, demand 
response could be paired with a solar program to better align customer energy consumption with 
when the sun is shining. One innovative example is the community solar program at Steele-
Waseca Cooperative Electric, which provides an option for a discounted panel in exchange for 
participation in a water heater program (SWCE 2015). Utilities could learn more if they looked 
at the interplay between all of the resources and identify places where synergies exist.   

Create Employee Training Initiatives Around the Changing Grid 
As the energy system evolves, so will the skill sets and training required for the utility employee. 
For distribution engineers, a better understanding of DER technology specifications and 
capabilities will likely be necessary. Linemen will probably need training on DER 
interconnections to better perform their duties safely. Management teams will need specialized 
training as well to best lead and transform with the workforce of the future. These and similar 
requirements are likely to permeate across all business units over time, changing how utilities 
look to staff internally (Edge et al 2014). One strategy for addressing this was discussed above – 
the green team – so that different aspects of the utility business can get specialized training. 
Additionally, the utility could work with local community colleges and trade schools on 
specialized training and education programs that can be leveraged for the next generation of 
utility employee. 
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Balance rate Cases with Multi-year rate Reform Plans 
Virtually all of the items discussed as Least Regrets Strategies are most likely to ultimately 
manifest themselves in a rate case with the utility’s regulators. Rate cases are often based on 
historical test years, adjusted for known impending activities. Even in jurisdictions that utilize 
future test years, the processes may not be optimal for considering long-term broad investment 
strategies and requirements. This makes sense because planning activities are disassociated from 
rate-setting precisely because the future is uncertain; however, these forums may be the most 
appropriate place to lay out how rates may need to change over time to accommodate the 
changing environment of the electric industry and the utility-customer transaction. While it is 
important to consider the future state, it is also important to consider outlining incremental 
changes to consider over time as different triggers are hit. For example, as customer usage data 
become more transparent through energy portals and as rate design choices become easier to 
understand, utilities may want to consider stepping into real-time or time-of-use pricing for 
residential customers as the standard rate offer. Providing these forward-thinking ideas to 
regulators and laying out multi-year plans can provide the industry and other stakeholders with a 
vision for the future and how to adapt in a gradual manner as opposed to changing rapidly 
overnight. 

Identifying Signposts 
In order to successfully build upon the Least Regrets Strategies, it is important to monitor 
specific signposts. From very broad industry trends down to very granular customer data (see 
Figure 13), these signposts are meant to provide signals to the utility about the direction the 
industry is going as well as the speed with which it is adapting. Signposts represent key 
indicators of (1) the direction of the transformation between the current state and the future of the 
energy sector and (2) the speed with which that transformation may be taking place. Signposts 
exist at the most macro (industry) level and micro (customer) levels.   

 

 

Figure 13. Granularity of signposts 
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Understanding what to monitor and why can provide utilities with a solid framework for 
understanding how and when to roll out changes to their business model, planning processes, and 
operations. The authors have identified a series of signposts from our experience, discussions 
with utilities, and the workshop held at the SEPA Utility Solar conference in Table 3. Collecting 
and analyzing data on these signposts may provide early signals on the speed and timing of DER 
adoption. As shown, they are broken down into broader DER industry trends, specific utility 
metrics, and customer activities. While not every utility needs to monitor all of these signposts, 
capturing and reviewing data from at least one metric from the three categories on a routine basis 
(at least once a year, if not more) will provide a base understanding about how the market is 
changing and the role that DER could play going forward.  
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Table 3. Signposts 

Granularity 
of Signpost Signpost Reason to Monitor 

Industry 
Trends 

National 
penetration of 
DERs 

Provides insight into the growth and adoption rates of technologies 

DER cost trends Provides insight into which technologies are becoming economic on a 
national basis 

Utility 
technology 
advancements 

New technologies that can be deployed on the transmission 
distribution systems, or incorporated into generation fleets, may 
change how utilities plan and operate going forward 

Fuel price 
forecasts 

Natural gas price fluctuations can impact the viability of DERs from a 
utility planning perspective 

National tax 
and 
environmental 
policy issues 

Tax credits, environmental regulations, and other national policy 
activities can change how utilities view customer-sited DERs 

Utility electrical 
standards 

IEEE, UL, and others are modifying standards related to many resources 
(e.g., inverters), which may need to be adopted by utilities 

Federal 
standards 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) often consider and 
impose new standards on the utility industry related to maintaining a 
competitive environment while supporting safe and reliable service 

Cyber-security 
standards 

The creation of thousands of entry points on the distribution system, 
via AMI and other technologies, raises the risk for cyber-security; 
maintaining resiliency will be key going forward 

Utility 
Metrics 

Utility-specific 
DER cost curves 
and retail rates 

National pricing trends  translated to the utility’s territory and 
compared against customer value propositions can help the utility 
understand DER economics 

Peer utility DER 
penetration 
levels 

DER adoption levels at neighboring and/or similarly situated utilities 
can provide insight into when DER adoption may grow 

Feeder-specific 
characteristics 

The health and reliability of the grid is key, and tracking and conducting 
analytics on feeder-specific characteristics such as power flows, voltage 
and frequency fluctuations, and other key metrics can signal when to 
deploy new technologies, standards, and protocols 

Interconnection 
request volume 

The simplest metric of DER adoption, monitoring interconnection 
request volume allows for trend analysis to determine penetration 
uptake 

Customer 
Activities 

Energy portal 
views 

As customers begin interacting and viewing their consumption 
information more frequently, they may be interested in DER adoption 
and/or new energy offerings from the utility. Mobile apps that are 
engaging and informative may increase views. 

Load shape 
patterns 

Monitoring the changes in hourly load shapes over the long term can 
indicate when customers have adopted DERs that don’t require utility 
notification (e.g., electric vehicles) 
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Developing a Roadmap for the Future 
Each utility is at a different point with regards to their current generation mix, the type (and age) 
of assets deployed on the distribution system, how integrated their planning processes are, and 
how many DERs have been adopted throughout their territory. And not every utility will end up 
in the same place 15 years from now. But understanding the changing landscape as those 
changes occur, and building in the flexibility to adapt to the changing environment, will result in 
a healthier, less risky utility over the long term. The Least Regrets Strategies identified in this 
paper are not for every utility, but many of the ideas can provide a solid foundation for being 
prepared to address new challenges that result from DERs in the future. 
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Conclusion and Next Steps 
Conclusion 

Figure 14. Creating a flexible utility  

Changes at the distribution level have the potential to challenge utility planning and operations in 
ways it has never needed to react before. This could include everything from the introduction of 
two-way power flow to more robust communication and data acquisition systems, as well as 
other impacts on generation, transmission and distribution planning and operations procedures, 
systems, protocols, and resources. Figure 14 summarizes the activities that a flexible utility does 
to prepare for an influx of DERs in the future: 

• Be prepared for a variety of potential futures, particularly for one where DERs 
proliferate. While it is not clear how much the electric sector will change and exactly 
which technologies will be implemented when, and how quickly, it is becoming clear that 
transformation seems inevitable between more economic enabling technologies and 
customer demands. Preparing for a wide variety of future directions may help utilities 
remain nimble. Considering the impacts of increased DER and the way the utility needs 
to prepare to be ready to collect new data, analyze new metrics, incorporate new 
technologies, and create new pathways to successfully assimilate all the changes will 
likely be critical for success. 

• Update planning and operations activities--before DER becomes an issue. Planning 
processes are occurring all the time, but are not highly integrated. Modifying existing 
procedures to better assimilate distribution, transmission, and supply planning into a 
more symbiotic process will be an extremely time consuming and, unfortunately, 

The 
Flexible 
Utility 

Prepares for a 
variety of potential 

futures 

Focuses strategic 
thinking on a future 

where DERs are 
commonplace 

Proactively 
integrates planning 

and operations 
activities 

Identifies and 
monitors DER 

signposts regularly 

Leverages Least 
Regrets strategies 
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daunting task. As such, it may be too late to wait until DER begins to affect the electric 
system, because by the time planning changes are implemented, DER could increase to 
high enough penetration levels to have significant impacts on utility operations. Taking 
action now to update planning processes to better monitor and incorporate information 
about DER could help any utility remain flexible enough to deal with this transformation 
as it evolves. In other words, the utility that takes action before DER is notable in 
impacting operations, and that updates planning and operations processes, will probably 
be ahead of the changes and in the best position to react to a myriad of potential 
outcomes successfully. 

• Identify DER signposts and monitor them regularly. It may be impossible to predict 
how the electric sector will transform. However, it is possible to collect and monitor data 
on a number of signposts that cover broader DER industry trends, specific utility metrics, 
and customer activities. By checking on these signposts regularly and comparing 
historical data, it will become clear which emerging disruptions are changing most 
quickly. Doing so could help a utility be better prepared for how their electric system is 
changing and the potential actions needed to respond. 

• Prepare for the multitude of impacts to utility planning and operations using Least 
Regrets Strategies. The introduction of solar and other DER technologies is expected to 
impact a variety of key internal operations, including long-term planning, operations, IT 
and communications, utility interactions with customers, and utility business models. 
Additionally, there are more granular impacts to the way a utility plans and performs its 
operations. Thoughtfully considering potential impacts and preparing for additional 
needs, including new resources and staffing, and laying a foundation to be ready for 
various possibilities will help utilities be flexible enough to deal with a more rapid 
transformation than experience historically—while maintaining reliability.  

Next Steps 
Next steps and future analysis could cover a variety of activities to build on those outlined in this 
report. These are suggested as opportunities for utilities, regulators, and other policymakers and 
analysts to better understand the current situation and the implications across a variety of future 
directions (including but not limited to the Rapid Growth of DER future direction).  

• Localized analysis. The first step is to analyze each future direction in detail across a 
wide variety of parameters at a particular location. This would include a deeper analysis 
of the generation mix; both the incremental supply changes and the resulting overall 
generation mix. Examining the generation mix will highlight and help increase 
understanding of the impact of actions taken, or even those proposed. Analyzing the 
future directions in detail would also include much more fidelity on the level of flexibility 
the system would require to successfully address the changing generation mix on system 
operations, and would identify specific changes needed for both transmission and 
distribution to maintain reliability.  

• Cost-benefit analysis. Additionally, the benefits and costs of different futures could be 
analyzed and compared to business-as-usual. Calculating the relative costs and benefits is 
an important metric to track; as technology costs and installation costs change and the 
relative benefits that new technologies provide to the electric system are valued in the 
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market, it is expected that the cost of alternative future directions will begin to close in on 
the cost of replacing existing resources with the same type of resources. In other words, 
new technologies might be able to compete with or even beat the economics of 
continuing to follow business-as-usual practices. To the extent that risk and uncertainty 
are included in the equation, the potential for stranded assets, carbon policies, or other 
considerations could tip the balance away from BAU earlier than anticipated. Finally, 
emissions impacts of each future direction could be captured and quantified – not just for 
carbon emissions, but perhaps other emissions as well (potentially Hg or criteria 
pollutants). 

• DER System Impact Analysis. There are many incremental analysis activities needed to 
truly understand the impact of DER on the electric system; the Least Regret strategies 
and accompanying activities identified in the report are just a start. Because DERs are 
expected to transform the electric sector and the utility business model more than any 
other future direction, gathering additional data and performing analysis will be critical 
for tracking the impact of DER on specific utilities, their business models, and 
shareholder returns. For example, the level of granularity required will increase if 
markets increase fidelity down to 5-min intervals. And to the extent that DER reaches 
higher penetration levels, knowledge about ramping impacts and market valuations 
become more important. Overall, the amount of data needed for collection and analysis 
will increase and will require new software, more powerful computers, and more analysts 
to review the impacts.  

• Aggregate lessons learned. Outside of the additional analysis on any particular 
jurisdiction, there are broader analyses needed to better understand the impact of DER. 
These analyses could include identifying German and Hawaiian lessons learned and how 
they can inform other locations – including ways to upgrade payments, calculate the 
value of services, etc.  

• Build a flexibility supply curve. Another DER analysis opportunity is to explore 
incorporation of a system asset that can increase flexibility and allow for more optimal 
use of existing generation, storage, more optimal transmission build-out, increased 
responsive loads, and advanced system controls. By building a supply curve of 
valuation/mitigation measures, and analyzing business models and market rules against 
these measures, utilities can better understand the impact of DER and actions they can 
take (and their costs) to mitigate changes in the electric system. Cost and emissions 
impacts could also be quantified. Finally, the benefits of coordinating the response to 
rapid DER growth beyond a utility’s jurisdiction to states and regions, could decrease 
customization and make it easier for utilities and the DER providers to seamlessly 
integrate their programs, thus decreasing the overall cost of implementation. In other 
words, planned coordination could lead to a more efficient response to a rapid DER 
growth future. 

• Pilot project implementation. Further, pilot projects for transactional energy can be 
pursued that increase communication between the generating consumer (or prosumer) 
and the utility/system. Increased communication is seen as a critical component to the 
successful transition to a future with rapid growth of DER; therefore, communication 
needs will be important to address. And for the DER future in particular, considering the 
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ways that a centralized distribution system operator could be structured, who would 
participate, and how could help illuminate the possibilities for utilities and other market 
players. 

• Decision tools for risk and uncertainty. Lastly, it could also be helpful to identify ways 
to incorporate risk and uncertainty factors into decision-making, particularly for state 
regulations and competitive market rules. Possible analyses could include consider 
policies and regulations that identify and capture risk, make risk/uncertainty transparent, 
and incentivize optimized generation, transmission and distribution simultaneously. 
Another analysis could review and refine competitive market rules and IRP frameworks 
to include performance metrics – the inclusion of which could reduce market uncertainty. 
Finally, risks can be considered from a variety of perspectives since these changes will 
impact different stakeholders in various ways. 

While it is impossible to predict the future, it is possible to prepare for a variety of possible 
futures. It appears that DER will expand as technology costs come down and consumers demand 
new options; since this future has the greatest impact on utility planning and operations, early 
preparation can help position a utility to be a flexible utility – one that is ready to take on new 
challenges associated with the changing electric system. 
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Appendix A. Electric Systems of the Future – Descriptions 
Table A-1. Electricity Systems of the Future: Five Directions  

A. Business-As-Usual – A Baseline for Comparison 
Non-transformational updates: replace aging infrastructure with current standard versions   
The main priorities are to keep utility accounting whole and secure financing to replace aging assets. “Least-cost” remains the most 
common decision metric. In 15-20 years, the maximum technology potential entails replacing aging assets with current standard 
versions of the technology that fit within existing state and federal policy boundaries (e.g. CA has a “no coal” policy, renewable 
mandates are included). Generation (“G”), transmission (“T”), and distribution (“D”) technologies have improved (some efficiency 
improvements).  In both vertically integrated and restructured markets, deployment beyond renewables and energy efficiency 
policies isn’t expected. 

B. Low-Carbon, Centralized Generation  
Replace large, centralized, high-carbon generation with large, centralized, low-carbon generation 
Existing generation is replaced with centralized, low-carbon generation (a. variable renewable energy, b. natural gas, c. clean coal 
and/or d. nuclear), resulting from carbon policies and/or an emphasis on lowest-risk metrics. In 15-20 years, central low-carbon 
generation (G) begins to dominate and transmission (T) interconnectivity and fidelity has substantially improved. A modernized (but 
not optimized) T grid, equipment, and communications technology increases flexibility. Financing availability is critical (rate base for 
T); no additional T-distribution (D) interactions. Retail markets are largely unchanged, but wholesale markets value carbon, grid 
flexibility services, and T efficiency. DG and consumer participation remains comparable to BAU. Lower carbon emissions result. 

C. Rapid Growth of Distributed Energy Resources (DER)  
Non-dispatchable distributed generation, distributed storage, and energy efficiency become common 
Distributed energy resources (non-dispatchable distributed generation (DG) and distributed storage) benefit from new valuations, 
new requirements, and cost decreases. Modernization and optimization (2-way power flow, communications, IT) of the D grid is 
financed by mix of rate base and public sources of capital. Utility customers, DER developers, third-party owners, and electric utilities 
can value and benefit from distributed generation, energy efficiency, and new energy storage options. In deregulated markets, the 
operator of “wires” balance generation, storage, and demand and is supported by decoupling. In vertically integrated markets, the 
“Energy Services Utility” is incentivized to increase system flexibility to lower overall costs by providing energy services and efficiency 
to the end customer (not energy). Utilities may also own the DG and/or storage (more likely to own if the services are valued). Energy 
efficiency and grid services could become profit centers for the utility. Unclear carbon impact. 

D. Interactivity of the Grid and Demand 
Most flexible, integrated, and optimized T&D, grid-level storage, dispatchable DG, demand response, smart grid, and 
consumers demand interactivity 
The most flexible, integrated, and optimized transmission grid is linked with the optimized distribution grid, grid-level storage, 
dispatchable DG, smart grid, demand response, and consumer demand interactivity. T & D systems are modernized enabling 
communication and improved management that includes between T and D. Both planning and operations are flexible and optimized. 
The role of end-use customers expands and they provide capital (or secure capital from financiers) for dispatchable DG, energy use 
scheduling through smart appliances, and increased demand through EVs. Customers (or their aggregators) have energy 
management systems that minimize cost while providing required services and that interact with their neighbors, the grid, or retail 
markets (potentially at all three levels). Retail customers actively participate in demand response programs and markets. Utility 
business models evolve to allow for this increased customer ownership and participation, while providing backup power to 
participants, reliable power to non-participants, and still being profitable. Utilities can value new services and have a more complex 
role in operations, communications, and coordination across regions/systems. Although utility-scale central generation still 
dominates in 20 years, DG penetration is enabled and thus, notable. 

E. Grid or Load Defection 
Dramatic improvements in storage, cost reductions in DG, and high-energy costs lead to defection 
Utilities have trouble keeping pace with consumer demand for clean energy, DG, or both and could suffer the consequences: reduced 
or disconnected loads that could lead to stranded assets, uncertain and high financing costs, and decreasing customer base. Utilities 
struggle to find ways to get paid for services without causing more grid defection; and may institute large disconnection fees or 
standby charges.  
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Appendix B. Summary of Emerging Disruptions and How They Map to Potential Futures 

 
Figure B-1. Summary of emerging disruptions and how they map to potential futures 

Note: Donut chart values are high-level approximations of the changing generation mix, depending on which future direction is enabled. The amount of change 
in the flexibility of the system is also approximated (bar chart). Detailed analysis should be performed at specific locations, as proposed in the Next Steps. 
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Appendix C. Key Enablers and Barriers for Three Main 
Future Directions 

 
Figure C-1. Key enablers and barriers for three main future directions (the earlier years) 
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Figure C-2. Key enablers and barriers for three main future directions (the later years)  
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The key barriers and enablers to each Electric System Future—1) low-carbon, centralized, 2) 
rapid distributed energy resource growth, and 3) interactivity of the grid and demand—are 
shown side-by-side, and sequenced across a 20-year time period (2015-2030’s).  By showing the 
pathways side by side, one can compare the key barriers and enablers that, if addressed, could 
best enable any one future, and across all futures.   

In early stages these futures are each marked by different predominant types of barriers and 
enablers. Policy dominates the low carbon, centralized future followed by market considerations 
regarding transmission planning and technology costs. Utility business model and policy barriers 
and enablers are closely intertwined in early stages of the rapid DER growth future. Once these 
issues are overcome, and DERs expand, then more technology barriers and enablers arise. A host 
of technology considerations appear to be important in the early stages of the interactivity of the 
grid and demand future in order for it to be fully enabled. Financing barriers emerge in all three 
futures, and are particularly relevant to the DER future.  

In the second stage, transmission-related barriers and enablers become more technical in nature 
and market questions linger in the low carbon, centralized future. Utility business model issues 
continue to be critical to this stage of rapid DER growth and technical barriers and enablers to 
interactivity of the grid and demand.  

Further into the future (approximately 2025-2035, or stages three and four), experts envision 
fewer technical barriers, but more market and policy challenges in the low carbon, centralized 
future.  For rapid DER growth, technical and utility business model barriers and enablers rise to 
the top at these later stages. While predominant in the early stages of interactivity of the grid and 
demand, technology barriers and enablers take a back seat to policy and market-related ones. 
Financing concerns remain throughout each future in these later stages as well. 

Specific information regarding barriers and enablers of each future are presented in bullet points 
shown in the charts. Table C-1 also explains what could happen if each of the futures comes to 
fruition. In reality, a hybrid between these futures would truly be realized; however these 
combinations of futures were not examined together.  
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Table C-1. Description of the Evolution of Each Future, Identifying Key Enablers and Barriers 

 
 

 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 

Low-carbon, 
centralized 
generation 

Misconceptions persist regarding 
renewable energy technology costs 
(compared to conventional 
generation) and capabilities. 
Certainty regarding EPA 111 (d) and 
carbon policy enactment are major 
drivers at this stage, particularly for 
financing availability. Transmission 
planning and optimization between 
gas and electricity is needed. 

Technological and market 
concerns regarding transmission 
operations, flexibility, capacity, 
and intelligent system controls 
dominate this stage, while 
misconceptions of renewable 
energy technology costs and 
capabilities (frequency response, 
simulated inertial response) may 
persist. 

Characterized by uncertain access 
to markets, revenue streams, and 
natural gas availability coupled 
with decreasing or flat electricity 
load growth. Emissions goals are 
incorporated into planning. 
Questions about renewable 
energy tech. costs and capabilities 
are reduced, but still exist, 
especially as penetration 
increases. 

Environmental constraints 
like water scarcity emerge 
and understanding of the 
costs and capabilities of 
renewable energy 
technologies need 
refinement as the system 
reaches higher 
penetrations. 

Rapid DER 
growth 

Challenges in this stage include an 
uncertain investment landscape, 
absence of DER-supportive policies, 
continued confusion regarding DER 
value, lack of coordinated 
distribution planning, delays 
adopting DER (both DG and storage) 
standards and metrics, and need for 
Distributed Energy Resource 
Management Systems (DERMS). 

Whether utility-scale VRE or 
residential DG dominates this 
stage remains unclear and likely 
will depend on how market rules 
and regulations emerge. DER 
may suffer without supportive 
policies and proper cost 
allocation. Technologies capable 
of mitigating variable DER load 
and generation shapes are 
expected to emerge. 

Uncertain regulatory approval 
may threaten affordability of 
financing and availability of 
capital, unless addressed. 
Technology solutions help 
overcome barriers to DG 
integration, and distribution 
planning. Value of utility services, 
operations, and voltage control 
are clarified, and communication 
and demonstration standards are 
piloted. 

Increasing levels of DER will 
likely require enhanced, 
affordable communication 
and control technology as 
well as appropriate 
financing to reduce the risk 
of stranded investments. 
High penetration means 
greater level of risk 
management is needed. 

Interactivity of 
the grid and 
demand  

Market, technology, and policy 
concerns intersect to begin to 
enable an integrated, 
communicative T, as well as D 
energy software program. 
Equipment may need to be 
responsive and market entrants may 
need to accept some burden of 
system reliability. Whether 
customers will respond with 
confusion, indifference, or 
acceptance to interactivity remains 
to be seen. 

Distribution operator and 
management systems are 
established, expanded, and 
begin conversations with 
transmission. A new retail DER 
market concept emerges. 
Demand response begins to 
penetrate many U.S. electricity 
markets. Technology enables a 
“plug and play” environment, 
but regulatory barriers may 
prevent utilities from entering 
these new markets and 
providing services. 

Utility compensation uncertainties 
may linger throughout this stage. 
Integrated T&D planning becomes 
critical as distributed system 
projects penetrate and technology 
advances and expands. Demand 
response and flexible generation 
play a critical role. 

DER retail markets are 
implemented and deployed. 
Distributed energy operator 
and management systems 
are fully deployed and work 
in concert with a vibrant 
demand response market, 
and an interactive 
transmission market; 3rd 
party entry barriers are still 
possible. 
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